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SMART+PLUS GOALS

Choose SMART goals.







Specific: State in concrete detail what you are going to achieve.
Measurable: State the parameters of your goal -- how you will know when you've
achieved it.
Attainable: Will you be able to reach your goal in a reasonable time frame, for
example, within a year or less?
("A" can also stand for action-oriented. A goal requires you to do something.)
Realistic: Is your goal something you are willing and able to do?
("R" may also stand for results-oriented. Refer to “Performance or Outcome Goals”
later in this document.)
Time-bound: Set a deadline for your goal.

Goal Orientation
Choose Approach goals -- a goal working toward a positive outcome -- over avoidant goals - a goal avoiding a negative outcome.
Approach goals promote well-being; avoidant goals can detract from happiness.
Sometimes, simply restating your goal in a positive direction changes the orientation.
Consider the avoidant goal: "I will stop smoking" vs. the approach goal: "I am a healthy
non-smoker."

Goal Content
Goals related to intimacy, spirituality, and generativity (a concern for promoting the wellbeing of future generations) lead to happiness.
Power themed goals - a bigger house, bigger car, promotion at work, more money - do not.
(This isn't to say you should not have those types of goals, but be aware that they often
detract from happiness, rather than enhance it.)
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Goal Motivation
Choose Intrinsic goals -- goals that relate to your true internal needs and desires over
Extrinsic goals -- goals we choose because we think society or some other person wants us
to.
Intrinsic goals are inherently satisfying and lead to a larger payoff in terms of happiness;
extrinsic goals have been shown to be frequently accompanied by anxiety and interpersonal
problems.

Performance or Outcome Goals
Performance goals measure the activity you take to reach an end result. Outcome goals
measure results only.
You have little or no control over outcomes. But you can break a desired outcome into the
steps you must perform that will likely lead to a successful outcome.
Performance goals are measurable, so you know what you must do and you know when
you've done it. This leads to a greater sense of internal control and improved selfconfidence. Additionally, while you may not achieve the desired outcome, you can feel
successful at having met the performance goals. [“Goal Setting”]

Goal Anxiety
Mild anxiety around your most cherished goals is natural, even helpful. [Negative thoughts
and events are not “bad”, they are here as teachers.]
Advice for healthy goals: strive for enjoyable goals; develop both short- and long-term
goals; seek out goals you value; change your goals if they are not working; focus on goals
that increase happiness and well-being in terms of orientation, content, and motivation.
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Resources

"Goal Setting," 9 Jan. 2016
<http://smscsqlx.sasktelwebhosting.com/services/mental/goalsetting.pdf>
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INVITE A FRIEND to The Excelerated Life. If you have friends or colleagues who would enjoy this
material, please forward it to them and invite them to subscribe to The Excelerated Life.com. Please
keep the document intact, including contact and copyright information.

Disclaimer: This material is presented for information and entertainment only. The information
presented in this document is not intended as a substitute for medical, psychological, legal, or financial
counseling. No results are implied nor guaranteed. The author disclaims any responsibility or liability
resulting from actions advocated or discussed herein. Please seek professional care if you believe you
may have a condition that warrants it.

Copyright © 2014, 2018 by Steven Huskey. All rights reserved.

You are welcome to print a copy of this document for your personal use and to share with friends or
colleagues. Please keep the document intact, including contact and copyright information.

Other than that, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored, or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as permitted
under Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior written permission of
the author.

Requests to the author for permission should be addressed to the following email: Steven@myexcelerator.com .
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